
I have come to Australia for almost three years as a student. From 2007 to 2009, I studied in
University of South Australia in Master of Information Technology. After 2 years studying, I
successfully graduated in July of 2009 for Master Degree. According to immigration law and
regulations, I submitted General Skill Migration subclass Visa 885 application in 29th July, 2009.
My visa changed to Bridging Visa A.
After 3 years studying, working and travelling in here, I found myself had already an Aussie.
Australia is a more freedom and democracy country, in here, I enjoy watching footy and soccer, I
enjoy Barbie with friends, I enjoy fishing in the ocean, I enjoy sunshine of Gold Coast with my
mom, I enjoy Victoria Bitter in Glenelg watching dawn, I enjoy walking along the China Town in
Brisbane…, there are so many happy time and sweet memories in my Australia life, I can even
breath freely and fresher air!
For now, I am working as a kitchen assembly worker for Sunny Kitchen and a cleaner for Peque
Cleaning in South Australia. This financial year would definitely my first tax-pay year although I
started to work since I came here. Maybe, for me, to find an IT job is a little bit harder (Recent
Graduated and No Permanent Residency), I have a plan that once I got PR, I would start my own
business in restaurant or computing maintenance area. I would buy my own house. I would marry
here. I would have my children. I would like to live here for all my life.
Last week, I heard about the bill of capping visa. Yes, I am still feeling shock and unbelievable till
now. I don’t know how to make my plan true; I don’t know how I live a life for just recalling
those memories but would never back to me; I even don’t know how to say goodbye to my doggy,
my first dog and my first car!
What I want to say is just let me keeping my Australia dream alive and making it better!
 


